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THERE .
, WAS A TIME -.
'WHEN·THOSE
WHO HAD ARRIVED
KNEW HOW TO ARRIVE.
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THERE'S No TIME

Lno: THE PRESENT To VISITTHE
LUXURIES OF THE PAST.
------------~~---------

Think back to a gentler era.

A time when politicians made whistle-stops in the
. \ .

smallest country town? to capture votes.

When stars of the big screen traveled cross-country to sign

autographs and greet adoring fans.

When the powerful and aHluent took their business to the

, rails, ';"heeling and dealing to the steady

"rumblingof the tracks, and the panorama

of the passing countryside.

To them, the private rail car was more than

just a means of transportation. It was, undoubtedly, the

ultimate in travel. Because just as important as

where they were going was the

way in which they arrived.

Now you h~ve the opportunity to travel in

this same splendor aJ.2.dtake part in the romance and

excitement of a bygone era while ~till e~,j@ying'the aJl1e\lities

of modem rail travel.

Ju~t by boarding Pittsburgh Private Rail's

"Ohio' River 364."

---------~~------~
THE WAyTO Go, ,

No MATTER WHERE You
WANT To GO.

-----------,~----~----

You needn't be a celebrity to experience all the comforts that

private rail travel has to offer.Whetller it's a

romantic vacation for two, an excursion with friends or.a

business meeting with clients, the "Ohio River 364" can take

you on an unforgettable trip back in time.

Designed for business or pleasure, your

custom-made itinerary can take you wherever you want to go

"!l over the United States and parts of Canada.

Stationed year-round in Pittsburgh, the "Ohio River 364" has

direct access to connections in NewYork City,

Chicago and Washington, DC and can go anywhere Amtrak goes.

Which makes it ideai for traveling to special events like

I .
Mardi Gras, playoff and Bowl games, alumni

meetings or corporate retreats.

If you'd rather stay in town, the

"Ohio River 364" is available for business meetings,

cocktail parties, weddings and other Social events

as a stationary railway 6¥ in Pittsburgh.

Why not make traveling to your next event an event in itself?

And this time, enjoy the trip as well

as the destination.



----~-----~~---------
NEwFANGLED TECHNOLOGY

IN AN
, OLD-FASHIONED SETTING.

---------~~-------

Even as the ambiance of old world charm

I
surrounds you, you'Il/be struck by the .many modern

.conveniences aboard that, if you s? choose, allow you to

.. keep in touch with the outside world.
"

The train is e~ipped with a stereo system,

I telephone and VCR, and /s adap{able for FAX if you'need
I .

one. If you're usi;g the train for business purposes,

facilities for your secretarial assistance are also provided.

Each of the f~ur handsome staterooms features

its own private bath, and two showers, replete with

ceramic tile, complete these settings.

The kitchen is fully electric and boasts a beautiful

teakwood floor. Of course, the entire unit

is air-conditioned, and circulated filtered air is

assured by a modern on-board generator. This insures

constant lighting and heat as well.

It's easy to enjoy traveling back in time when you can take

all the modern conveniences with you. Or if you're,
trying to get awayfrom it all, by leaving them all behind ..
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-----------~.---------
A SPECfACULAR VIEW,

BoTH
INSIDE AND OUT.

----~-----~~---------

Sitting at one of the windows, you.would expect to be

treated to incomparable views of the surrounding

councvside. What you'may not be prepared for, however,

is the elegant detail inside the cabinwhich

. is e'r'ally attractive to the eye.

1n the dining room, crystal, china and a

shining candelabra add their own beauty to an already

opulent decor. Special lighting sets the mood,

while gourmet cuisine, prepared by our own expert chef,

makes dining on board a pleasure.

Enjoy pheasant, quail, rack of lamb or

homemade bread-all created

with hand-selected ingredients from some

of the nation's finest markets.

Later, take it walk out onto the open observation

platform and enjoy an after dinner-drink while taking in

the sights and sound of nature. Only on the

"Ohio River 364" can you partake of such exciting

changes of scenery-just by walking.out a door.
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